Treating Violence A Guide To Risk Management In Mental Health

Quick Guide for Clinicians

Violence Against Women

Solution-Focused Treatment of Domestic Violence Offenders

The book provides treatment recommendations for bipolar patients, a review of evidence about bipolar disorder, and state research needs

Understanding Family Violence

A comprehensive guide to the theory, research and practice of violence risk management The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Violence Risk Management. Theory, Research and Practice offers a comprehensive guide to the theory, research and practice of violence risk management. With contributions from a panel of noted international experts, the book explores the most recent advances to the theoretical understanding, assessment and management of violent behavior. Designed to be an accessible resource, the highly readable chapters address common issues associated with violent behavior such as alcohol misuse and the less common issues for example offenders with intellectual disabilities. Written for both those new to the field and professionals with years of experience, the book offers a wide-ranging review of who commits acts of violence, their prevalence in society and the most effective ways to conduct violence risk assessments.

Solution-Focused Treatment of Domestic Violence Offenders

The book provides the latest evidence on effective treatment and risk management and includes a number of well-researched and effective treatment interventions for violent offenders. This important book: Contains an authoritative and comprehensive guide to the topics Includes contributions from an international panel of experts Offers information on violence risk formulation Reveals the most recent techniques in violence risk assessment Explains what works in violence intervention Reviews specialty clinical assessments Written for clinicians and other professionals in the field of violence prevention and assessment. The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Violence Risk Management is unique in its approach because it offers a comprehensive review of the topic rather than like other books on the market that take a narrower view.

Client Violence in Social Work Practice

This book describes violence risk assessment in both juveniles and adults, incorporating dynamic and static factors, along with treatment alternatives. Research and practice are conducted quite nicely, along with assessment and treatment. There is something for everyone here. Score: 9/10 - Doody's Forensic clinicians will find this book to be a valuable reference book as well as a very useful clinical treatment guide relevant to violent offenders. The book provides policymakers and service providers with tools and guidelines for planning needed service delivery and case management systems.

SAMHSA News

Despite the pervasive likelihood of violence in the medical setting, many physicians fail to correctly identify and refer abused patients. The introductory chapter of this book discusses definitions of domestic violence, issues of power and control, the prevalence of the problem, the effect of domestic violence on the medical system, and reasons why physicians fail to identify abuse. The profile of domestic violence victims is discussed in terms of gender, ethnic and socioeconomic status, age, marital status, personality traits, sexual orientation, pregnancy, disabilities, immigration status, use of alcohol and drugs, family history, relationship variables, and abuse of children. Issues pertaining to abusers discussed include substance abuse, critical risk factors, dominance of men over women, and secrecy and denial. Recognition of domestic violence can be improved through patient history and demographic information gathering. Offering a blueprint for action, the contributors explore various assessment approaches and highlight specialized risk assessment instruments. The Handbook provides the latest evidence on effective treatment and risk management.

Handbook of Violence Risk Assessment and Treatment

Explains the range of different sexual offenses, from harassment in the workplace and marital rape to violence in the military and child soldier sexual abuse, and offers tips from experts on the field on various modes of recovery including mind-body practices, psychosocial, spirituality/religion, and journaling.

SAMHSA News

Every fifteen seconds someone commits a crime of domestic violence in the United States, and most violators will be court-mandated to receive group treatment. Outcome studies of traditional treatment programs (those with confrontational or educational approaches) indicate high rates of dropping out and low effectiveness, lending urgency to the need to find an alternative method. This book describes a cutting-edge treatment approach that creates effective, positive changes in domestic violence offenders. Solution-focused therapy is a brief, non-confrontational, client-centered, strengths-based approach that emphasizes the person's inherent capacity for change, rather than emphasizing their problems and deficits. By focusing on “solution-talk” instead of “problem-talk,” clients are assisted in developing useful goals and solution behaviors that are then amplified, supported, and reinforced through a solution-building process. The book will be of great interest to professionals and graduate students in social work, psychology, and counseling.

Clinician's Guide to Violence Risk Assessment

This thorough exploration of the major types of family violence details the range of abusive behaviors perpetrated within family systems. Case vignettes effectively illustrate these events, and the victims' experiences and perceptions of the abuse. Chapters delineate: the reasons why abusive behaviors continue to occur, how different types of violent behavior may be treated, and suggestions for prevention. In addition, the author provides definitions, terms, summaries, relevant references and additional suggested readings.

Study Guide to Substance Abuse Treatment

Provides useful info. on the role of substance abuse in domestic violence. Useful techniques for detecting and eliciting such info. are supplied, along with ways to modify treatment to ensure victims' safety and to stop the cycle of violence. Legal issues, including duty to warn and confidentiality are discussed. A blueprint is provided for a more integrated system of care that would enhance treatment for both problems, including suggestions for establishing victim support, legal support, and medical care.

Substance Abuse Treatment and Domestic Violence

Understanding and Treating Tort is an indispensable guide for mental health clinical staff, social workers, prevention specialists, educators, and threat assessment professionals who want to better understand the involuntary radicalization of individuals to militant groups. This book is a guide to developing strategies and programs that can help individuals engage with their religious communities and resist radicalization. The book discusses the loc. the moral narrative has individualized to misogynistic worldviews and increased rage and disillusionment, and inspired acts of targeted violence such as school shootings and mass casualty events.

Understanding and Treating Violent Psychiatric Patients

The comprehensive theory- and research-based guidelines provided in this text help answer the personal and professional questions therapists have as they provide competent clinical treatment to clients who have experienced family violence. It presents academic, scholarly, and statistical terms in an accessible and user-friendly way, with useful take-away points for practitioners such as clarifying contradictory findings, summarizing major research based conclusions, and addressing the unique challenges faced by mental health professionals. Both professionals and students in graduate-level mental health training programs will find the presentation of information and exercises highly useful, and will appreciate the breadth of topics covered: intimate partner violence, battering, child maltreatment and adult survivors, co-occurring substance abuse, the abuse of vulnerable populations, cultural issues, prevention, and self-care. Professionals and students alike will find that, with this book, they can help their clients overcome the significant traumas and challenges they face to let their strength and resilience shine through.
A comprehensive guide to the theory, research and practice of violence risk management. The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Violence Risk Management. Theory, Research and Practice offers a comprehensive guide to the theory and practice of violence risk management. The book explores the tensions between theoretical understanding and the complexity of practice, and the impact of the interface between mental health and violence. The contributors explore various assessment approaches and highlight specialized risk assessment instruments. The Handbook provides the latest evidence on effective treatment and risk management and includes a number of well-established and effective treatment interventions for violent offenders. This important book: contains an authoritative and comprehensive guide to the topics included in the Violence Risk Management handbook. Reviews the latest evidence on effective treatment and risk management. Provides an overview of the current state of the art in violence risk management. The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Violence Risk Management is unique in its approach because it offers a comprehensive review of the topic rather than other books on the market that take a narrower view.

The Hedghog and the Fox

Responding to Family Violence

Treating Violence deals with the problem of violence by mental health professionals. Over the last twenty years violence by the mentally ill has grown from a peripheral concern to dominate debate about services. Scientific studies have established beyond reasonable doubt that mental disorders lead to violence in a minority of sufferers, whilst a series of homicide inquiries brought the media spotlight to bear on the real and imagined failings of mental health services. Consequently, health services have faced violence risk assessment thrust upon them by worried managers and politicians. Clinicians were bewildered by the growing number of risk scales and felt to be threatened by the promises of better management. This book provides a way out of the confusion. It summarises the evidence, critically reviews risk assessment methods, and presents a strong case for improving management through structured clinical assessment. In this provocative and controversial account, standardised risk assessment is discussed in a critical, non-technical way, with a reminder that nobody can predict the future. There is advice for the clinician on when and how to use the tool, how to conduct violence risk management, along with an overview of clinical methods. The book explains the consequences of these methods in the UK, with the results of a new study reviewing the findings of a series of professional risk assessment tools and recommendations for their use; and a strong defence of structured clinical assessment as the best way of managing violence risk. The book should be read by all mental health professionals, crime victims and their families, as well as a starting point for new interpretation of Archilochus's epigram.

The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Violence Risk Management

Treating Violence for Abusive Women

"The fox knows many things, but the hedgehog knows one big thing." This ancient Greek aphorism, preserved in a fragment from the poet Archilochus, describes the central thesis of Isaiah Berlin's masterly essay on Leo Tolstoy and the philosophy of history, the subject of the epistle to War and Peace. Although there have been many interpretations of the adage, Berlin uses it to mark a fundamental distinction between human beings who are 'hedgehogs' and those who are 'foxes'. A parable that helps explain his philosophy of history: Tolstoy was a fox, not a hedgehog. One of Berlin's most celebrated works, this extraordinary essay offers profound insights about Tolstoy, historical understanding, and human psychology. This new edition features a revised text that updates Berlin's translation of the many translations of the many translations of the many passages in foreign languages, a new foreword in which Berlin biographer Michael Ignatieff explains the enduring appeal of Berlin's essay, and a new appendix that provides an overview of the key themes in Berlin's life and work, including excerpts from reviews and Berlin's letters, as well as a starting point for new interpretation of Archilochus's epigram.

Domestic Violence Treatment for Abusive Women

Recognizing that women can be as abusive in their intimate partnerships as men, this book provides the clinician with comprehensive information to understand the unique characteristics and treatment implications for women's domestic violence. Practical and effective guidance is given for conducting group treatment of abusive women.

Domestic Violence Treatment for Abusive Women

This Participant Workbook helps participants understand the relationships between thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; learn new skills, including communication, conflict resolution, decision making, and calming soothing techniques; and become part of a group of women working to create a less violent world.

Violence Risk and Threat Assessment

Beyond Violence: A Prevention Program for Men is a forty-four, evidence-based, gender-responsive, trauma-informed treatment program specifically developed for women who have committed a violent crime and are incarcerated. This program offers counselors, drug treatment and domestic violence professionals, and program administrators the tools they need to implement a gender-responsive, trauma-informed treatment program within the criminal justice system. This Participant Workbook helps participants understand the relationships between thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; learn new skills, including communication, conflict resolution, decision making, and calming soothing techniques; and become part of a group of women working to create a less violent world.

Understanding and Treating Incels

Preventing and Reducing Aggression and Violence in Health and Social Care

The primary audience for this TIP is administrators of outpatient substance abuse treatment programs. A few words about this audience are in order. Whereas TIP 6 addressed intensive outpatient treatment, the current TIP drops the "intensive" from its title because the consensus panel hopes that this TIP will find an audience beyond administrators of IOT programs. Topics identified in the IOT application as important to the subject include the following: substance abuse treatment with children; substance abuse treatment with adolescents; substance abuse treatment with individuals at high risk for violence; substance abuse treatment with incarcerated individuals; substance abuse treatment in community mental health centers; substance abuse treatment in hospital inpatient facilities; substance abuse treatment for pregnant women; substance abuse treatment for persons with co-occurring mental health disorders; and substance abuse treatment for individuals with substance use disorders who are HIV positive. The TIP also includes a section on "how to use the TIP" which provides guidance for administrators and program directors on how to use the TIP to develop a treatment plan. The TIP concludes with a summary of the key points covered in the TIP and a list of key sources for further information.

Substance Abuse: Administrative Issues in Outpatient Treatment (TIP 46)

This practice manual is the first empirically based, integrative treatment approach developed specifically for co-occurring PTSD and substance abuse. For persons with this prevalent and difficult-to-treat dual diagnosis, the most urgent clinical need is to establish safety—work toward discontinuing substance use, moving away from dangerous relationships, and gaining control over such extreme symptoms as dissociation and self-harm. The manual is divided into 25 specific units of topics, addressing a range of different cognitive, behavioral, and interpersonal domains. Each topic provides highly practical tools and techniques to engage patients in treatment, teach "safe coping skills" that apply to both disorders; and restore those that have been lost, including respect, care, protection, and healing. Structured yet flexible, topics can be included in any order and in a range of different formats and settings. The volume is designed for maximum use of ease with use of large- and bright-disorder help-seeking multidisciplinary teams and self-help groups that can be downloaded and printed at the companion Web site. See also the self-help guide Finding Your Best Self. Revised Edition: Recovery from Addiction, Trauma, or Both, an ideal client recommendation.

Substance Abuse: Methamphetamine Addiction (TIP 36)

This Participant Workbook helps participants understand the relationships between thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; learn new skills, including communication, conflict resolution, decision making, and calming soothing techniques; and become part of a group of women working to create a less violent world.

Substance Abuse: Methamphetamine Addiction (TIP 36)

Violence Risk Assessment and Treatment

The Handbook of Violence Risk Assessment and Treatment provides a comprehensive overview of the field, focusing on the most important issues and methods. It is designed to be a go-to resource for clinicians, researchers, and trainers. The book is organized around the core components of violence risk assessment and treatment, including assessment, treatment, and administration.

The Hetherleigh Guide to Treating Substance Abuse

This Participant Workbook helps participants understand the relationships between thoughts, feelings, and behaviors; learn new skills, including communication, conflict resolution, decision making, and calming soothing techniques; and become part of a group of women working to create a less violent world.
Study Guide to Substance Abuse Treatment is a question-and-answer companion that allows you to evaluate your mastery of the subject matter as you progress through The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Substance Abuse Treatment. Fourth Edition. The Study Guide is made up of 290 multiple-choice questions and 49 short-answer questions with answers that correspond to chapters in the Textbook. Questions are followed by an Answer Guide that references relevant text (including the page number) in the Textbook to allow quick access to needed information. Each answer is accompanied by a discussion that not only addresses the correct response but also explains why other responses are not correct. The Study Guide's companion, the fourth edition of The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Substance Abuse Treatment has been fully updated to present the most current scientific and clinical information on a wide range of substance use disorders, from tobacco and alcohol to methamphetamine and "club drug" abuse. The text offers a comprehensive view of the basic science and psychology underlying addiction as well as extensive coverage of all treatment approaches and specialties. Highlights of this new edition include chapters on the biology and clinical management for each of the drug categories; new material on the role of buprenorphine in treating opioid addiction; extensive coverage of cognitive-behavioral therapy, motivational enhancement, and contingency management; and new research on the role of 12-step programs in addiction treatment.

Substance Abuse Treatment and Domestic Violence

This Provider's Guide introduces a comprehensive and developmentally appropriate treatment program, Pathways for Self-Discovery and Change (PSCC), which provides the specific tools necessary for improving evaluation and treatment of at-risk youth, a particularly vulnerable patient population in the justice system. Using an adolescent-focused format, this protocol identifies psychological, biological, and social factors that contribute to the onset of adolescent deviance, and establishes guidelines for delivery of a 32-week treatment curriculum designed to rehabilitate both male and female adolescents with co-occurring substance abuse and criminal conduct. Now in its Second Edition, this guide provides treatment practitioners, program evaluators, and youth service administrators with the most up to date, comprehensive, and accessible information for the treatment and rehabilitation of juvenile justice clients. It is built on theoretical and research advances in the treatment and rehabilitation of juvenile justice clients, as well as feedback over the past seven years from PSCC courseware, treatment providers, and program administrators.

Beyond Violence

TIP 29: Substance Use Disorder Treatment for People With Physical and Cognitive Disabilities

One of the major challenges for mental health professionals today is to successfully treat violent patients. The mental health professional is obligated to go beyond containment and control to provide understanding, complete assessment and accurate diagnosis, and humane and effective treatment. Understanding and Treating Violent Psychiatric Patients is a one-of-a-kind, comprehensive guide to assessment, management, understanding, and treatment of violent patients. The first section encompasses practical guidelines to treatment for both children and adults. It discusses commonly encountered problems in the treatment of violent adult inpatients and includes a brief guide to pharmacological treatments. A chapter is devoted to the treatment of abnormal aggression in children and adolescents. The second section delves into a more conceptual and broadly focused approach to understanding violent patients. It covers the relationship between dissociation and violence, and as well as the relationship between psychiatric disorders and violence, and addresses impulse control and the treatment of impulsive patients. Heavily researched and clinically focused, this new title is a "must read" for psychiatrists, psychologists, psychiatric social workers, psychiatric nurses, or any mental health professional needing a better approach to understanding and treating violent patients.

Criminal Conduct and Substance Abuse Treatment for Adolescents: Pathways to Self-Discovery and Change

Presenting practical strategies for violence assessment and prevention that are grounded in solid empirical research, this book guides social work practitioners and students to provide state-of-the-art treatment to aggressive clients while reducing violence risks. Effective methods are described, and specific recommendations for approaches to 4-9 questions in each that correspond to chapters in the Textbook. Questions are followed by an Answer Guide that references relevant text (including the page number) in the Textbook to allow quick access to needed information. Each answer is accompanied by a discussion that not only addresses the correct response but also explains why other responses are not correct. The Study Guide's companion, the fourth edition of The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Substance Abuse Treatment has been fully updated to present the most current scientific and clinical information on a wide range of substance use disorders, from tobacco and alcohol to methamphetamine and "club drug" abuse. The text offers a comprehensive view of the basic science and psychology underlying addiction as well as extensive coverage of all treatment approaches and specialties. Highlights of this new edition include chapters on the biology and clinical management for each of the drug categories; new material on the role of buprenorphine in treating opioid addiction; extensive coverage of cognitive-behavioral therapy, motivational enhancement, and contingency management; and new research on the role of 12-step programs in addiction treatment.

Surviving Sexual Violence

Intimate partner violence is a challenging problem that health professionals encounter on a daily basis. This volume thoroughly compiles the current knowledge and health science and provides a strong foundation for students, educators, clinicians, and researchers on prevention, assessment, and intervention.

The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Violence Risk Management

No one should face aggression or violence in the workplace but these problems are increasingly being reported by health and social care workers and the people using their services. This helpful book explains the reasons why some individuals may become aggressive or violent and explains how a holistic approach can offer effective ways of preventing, anticipating, reducing and dealing with aggression and violence when they arise. By critically exploring the common risk factors encountered by professionals, the authors provide valuable insights into the behaviour and how to implement safeguards against it. Contents include: A holistic approach to violence and aggression in services and the social context OCs Essential principles and theoretical models OCs Safe, therapeutic environments OCs De-escalation: Reducing arousal and aggression OCs Non-verbal and verbal communication OCs Psychological and clinical explanations of violence and aggression OCs Culture, diversity and communication OCs Individuals with specific communication needs OCs ClientsOCs physical health needs OCs Psychosocial interventions including Cognitive Behavioral Therapy OCs Other types of psychotherapy and therapeutic communities

Seeking Safety

Part 1 of this Protocol is for substance abuse counselors and consists of two chapters. Chap. 1 presents the _peh_ and _pgh_ of working with clients with substance use disorders who have depressive symptoms. Chap. 2 presents the _pex_ of working with clients with depressive symptoms. Part 2 is an implementation guide for program administrators and consists of two chapters. Chap. 1 lays out the rationale for the approach taken in Chap. 2 and will help you understand the processes of organizational change and the factors that can facilitate or impede such change. Chap. 2 provides detailed info. on how to achieve high-quality implementation of the recommendations in Part 1 of this report. Illustrations.

The Role of the Helping Professions in Treating the Victims and Perpetrators of Violence

This expanded and updated new edition reflects the growing importance of the structured professional judgement approach to violence risk assessment and management. It offers comprehensive guidance on decision-making in cases where future violence is a potential issue. Includes discussion of interventions based on newly developed instruments Covers policy standards developed since the publication of the first edition Interdisciplinary perspective facilitates collaboration between professionals Includes contributions from P. Randall Kopp, R. Karl Hanson, Mary-Lou Martin, Alex Buchanan and John Morahan

Family & Friends' Guide to Domestic Violence

* This book describes violence risk assessment in both juveniles and adults, incorporating dynamic and static factors, along with treatment alternatives*. Research and practice are combined quite nicely, along with assessment and treatment. There is something for everyone here. Score: 91/ 4 stars - Doody's Forensic criticism will find this book to be a valuable reference book as well as a very useful clinical treatment guide relevant to violent offenders.

* With the increasing number of health practitioners are confronted with the difficult task of assessing the risk that offenders pose to the general public. This comprehensive volume provides practitioners with the knowledge and insight necessary to conduct violence risk assessments, and is synthetic and clinical research data into comprehensive reports and oral testimony. Violence risk assessment requires a well-formulated and comprehensive risk management plan. An Interpersonal and the authors present that plan, and demonstrate how it can be clearly implemented in practice. With numerous clinical case studies, this book illustrates the process of conducting violence risk assessments, outlines the tools used in these evaluations, and explains how information is translated into an overall assessment and guide for future risk management. Key Features: Investigates the etiology of violent behavior, and provides a review and analysis of recent literature Discusses both adult and youth violence, providing insight into the developmental course of aggressive behavior throughout the lifespan Contains chapters on special populations, including female offenders, intimate partners, psychopathic and mentally ill offenders, and sexually abusive youth Useful to practitioners from various fields including social work, psychology, and psychiatry, as well as students in these disciplines Ultimately, this book provides practitioners with an understanding of risk assessment, treatment, and risk management, serving as an authoritative guide to applying empirical findings to mental health practice. *

Psychometrics and Psychological Assessment

A comprehensive guide for primary care physicians, covering such clinical issues as screening, management and referrals. The needs of special populations are discussed, including the elderly, pregnant women, lesbians and immigrant populations. The book concludes with a series of clinical vignettes that describe in detail some hypothetical physician-patient interactions, and demonstrate ways that a practitioner can intervene in the recognition and management of patients who could be at risk from violence in these various settings.
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